PROSECCO BRUT ʻDOROʼ DI VALDOBBIADENE
DOCG
Le Vigne di Alice

WHY BE CURIOUS?
This is the serious Brut (Champagne, who?!) and the fav of the ladies at
Alice. As the ladies at Alice encourage, drink with someone you love.

PRODUCER:
Women are found at the helm here: Cinzia Canzian and Pier Francesca
Bonicelli. Both are in a life long dream of bottling a boutique Prosecco
that's all their own. Cinzia spent 15 years at her husband's famous winery
Bellenda and at the official Prosecco Consortium of Treviso. Francesca
studied enology at Italy's oldest school of enology in nearby Conegliano;
she has a vast experience as a local enologist, which is quite different
from being an expert Italian enologist. Alice (Cinzia's grandmother's
name) has in 4 short years become a rising star, with an elegant and pure
Extra Dry Prosecco, as well as a serious Brut that's a leader in its
category.

DETAILS:
Region: Veneto
Farming: Sustainable (in process of becoming Certified Organic)
Varieties: 100% Prosecco / Glera
Tasting Notes: A serious and complex Prosecco: very precise aromatics: honeysuckle with asian pear and
Roman Apple fresh from a woman’s Winter bosom. Toast points (from the lees); minerals shimmer. The small
bubbles give the sensation of a creamy perlage. Maybe as an aperitivo but really sings with food: grilled seafood
or spaghetti with sweet clams or mussels in a white sauce.
Vineyard: Valdobiaddine DOC.
Soil: chalk and marl
Altitude: 250 - 330 meters
Land feature: pre-Dolomite hills
Vine age: 30 years
Vinification: Charmat method at a slower rate of fermentation (finer bubbles) than normal at minimum of 60.
days. 7.5gr/l of RS.

AWARDS, PRESS & CERTIFICATIONS:

Vinography.com “The World's Best Prosecco” 9.5 out of 10 - 07/2007
Wine and Spirits Magazine “Beautifully Rustic” 92 points - 08/2010
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